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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

1. SITE NAME: LANZERAC HOTEL & SPA 
 
2. LOCATION: Lanzerac Road, Jonkershoek, Stellenbosch. 
GPS: 33°56'18.18"S; 18°53'39.53"E. 

 

 
Location of the site (circled) in Jonkershoek, Stellenbosch. North is at the top of this image. 

(Portion of the SG 1:50 000 Survey Series: Ref: 3318DD Stellenbosch).  
 

3. DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION:  
 
The proposals currently being investigated by the property owner are for the extension 
of the existing hotel facilities at Lanzerac. There are as yet no architectural proposals, as 
the owner intends to be guided by this scoping report, initial responses from HWC, and 
responses from interested and affected parties (IAP’s) before briefing the project 
architects. In general terms, the proposals are to extend the existing hotel complex to 
provide 79 rooms of additional guest accommodation, one honeymoon suite and a new 
spa facility. This will clearly result in spatial/visual impacts.   
 
It has always been the intention of the owner to minimize impacts on the historic core of 
the complex by first systematically exploring the opportunities and constraints of the site. 
This scoping report is the first stage of that process in order to obtain HWC’s response 
before proceeding further.  
 
This scoping report identifies a number of areas within the property as potential sites for 
further development. It also identifies various portions of the property as No-Go areas 
for such development. Although a significant portion of the property is a PHS, having 
been formerly declared a National Monument in 1975, all of the portions identified in 
this report for potential development occur outside of these areas on the periphery of 
the PHS area.  
 
4. HERITAGE RESOURCES IDENTIFIED:  
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i) Developed Precincts of Cultural Significance. The key heritage resource is the historic core 
of the complex, consisting of an approach avenue (Lanzerac Road), historic manor 
house aligned on the Stellenbosch Pieke beyond, and flanking outbuildings to the 
north and south. It is not just the individual buildings that have heritage significance, 
but also the renaissance layout of the forecourt at the head of the approach avenue, 
and its relationship to the broader Jonkershoek Valley setting.  

 
ii) Scenic setting. This is related to i) above, and comprises the largely insular setting of the 

oak lined historic forecourt with the manor house framed by the Stellenbosch Pieke  
at its head, to the broader scenic setting of the werf in vineyards flanked by the 
Stellenbosch Mountain to the South, the Jonkershoek Mountains to the north, and 
the iconic Stellenbosch Pieke to the east.   

 
iii) Buildings on the Site: There are a number of highly significant buildings on the site, the 

most notewarthy being the manor house with its gable dated 1830. Almost all of 
these structures are located within the historic core, the exceptions being portions of 
the historic werf wall and the historic gateway to the farm, the latter now isolated 
within the residential suburb of Karindal to the west. 

 
iv) Botanical Heritage Resources: There are no known botanical resources on the site. In 

fact, it is the owner’s intention to prepare the development proposals for the planned 
extensions so as not to trigger the National Environmental Act.  

 
v) Archaeological Resources: The site of greatest known archaeological potential within the 

property is likely to be along the northern side of the historic core, although this will 
require confirmation by an appropriately qualified historical archaeologist.   

 
5. ANTICIPATED IMPACTS ON HERITAGE RESOURCES.  
 
In the absence of development proposals at this stage anticipated impacts could vary, 
although the following can be expected in general terms: 
 
- Visual impacts on the werf as object within its broader rural landscape setting, and 

potential visual impacts on the spatial character of the historic core itself. 
Superimpositions of scale, massing and roofscape are anticipated to be key 
considerations; 

 
- Impacts on historical architectural significance, albeit to be of a contextual nature. 

(No structures older than 60 years occur outside the historic core with the exception 
of those mentioned in 4iii) above); and    

 
- Potential historical archaeological impacts in the course of future construction 

excavations. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS. 
 

Based on the spatial analysis in this report, the following is concluded: 
 

i) Earliest portions of the werf: Current historical research suggests that the oldest part of 
the werf is on the northern side of the forecourt, rather than the southern side as 
previously suspected by others. Confirmation of this would require invasive fabric 
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investigations in due course with the knowledge that the structures in this area have 
already been heavily altered. 

 
The present manor house gable may have replaced an earlier gable. This means that 
the house may be earlier, despite researchers having used the date on the gable to 
assume the date of construction of the manor house. It is possible that the cellar 
and the house were both built at the same time i.e. 1811-1815 as part of a significant 
and comprehensive upgrade of the werf at that stage. 

 
The werf was fed by a stream, a tributary of the Eerste River via a channel leading to 
the werf. Although the accurate location of this channel (sloot) is not known, its 
position appears to be reflected on the 1938 SG aerial photograph, which has been 
used to inform its notional location in Diagram H02 (Image B). This area would 
therefore have archaeological potential. However, it falls outside the focus area for 
new development and consequently would not be affected as far as the current 
envisaged extensions are concerned.    

  
ii) Areas of greatest heritage-related sensitivity: The areas of greatest sensitivity to new 

development reside within and around the Central Werf Precinct. This area also (as 
of the date of this report) contains all known structures older than 60 years with the 
exception of those itemized in 4iii). At the same time, this area is largely insular in 
character, apart from the structured axial backdrop of the Stellenbosch Pieke. 

 
iii) Identification of the former National Monument Area and other proclaimed heritage elements: 

The former National Monument area can be deemed to coincide mostly with the 
Central Werf Precinct as identified in the report. However, not all of the elements 
included in the 1975 national monuments declaration reside within this precinct. 
Those falling outside this precinct include portions of the old werf wall to the east 
behind the manor house, and the historic Lanzerac gateposts to the west on 
Jonkershoek Road. 

 
iv) Focal Points: A key characteristic of Lanzerac and its relationship with its broader 

setting is its carefully structured axial relationships and focal points. Not only does it 
go without saying that these must be respected and retained, but should also be 
considered as precedent for possible introduction at smaller scale into new 
development layouts.  

 
v) No-Go areas for future hotel development: No-go areas for future hotel development 

include the area beyond the hotel consent use zone and its development setbacks, a 
large part of the garden area to the east behind the manor house (Eastern Precinct) 
and the surviving vineyards falling within the hotel consent use zone. 

 
vi) Potential areas for future hotel development: These are located mostly on the outer 

periphery of the werf with the exception of one area immediately adjacent to the 
southern edge of the historic forecourt, i.e. just outside the Central Werf Precinct. 
This is the most sensitive area for new development and will no doubt be 
particularly well scrutinized by HWC. The remainder of the areas have edges that 
must be considered sensitive, particularly with regard to views towards the site from 
outside the property. 
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An interesting area with potential for new development is on the central axis of the 
manor house within the Eastern Precinct at the far eastern end of the lawn space. 
An appropriately scaled and configured building in this area would, in principle, not 
be inconsistent with the structure of axially defined hierarchical spaces 
characterizing the historic core of Lanzerac, provided that it was not to interrupt the 
iconic spatial relationship between the manor house gable and the Pieke beyond as 
viewed from the forecourt. 
 
Note that some of the areas identified for potential development include areas 
already developed, but containing structures not older than 60 years, and falling 
outside the historic core. Such areas occur mainly in the Northern Precinct.    

 
vii) Potential areas for other hotel-related development: The Eastern Precinct presents an 

opportunity for reinstating an axially laid out garden within this precinct, thereby re-
creating in spirit, the carefully defined pleasure and kitchen gardens that had existed 
at Lanzerac up to the 1950’s. This opportunity should be considered in conjunction 
with the opportunity for a new focal structure at the eastern end of the garden space 
as mentioned in v).  
 
Potential exists for new development to occur on the southern edge of the Eastern 
Precinct, provided that this was not to disrupt current overhead outlooks towards 
the Stellenbosch Mountain slopes. Note, however, that development close to the 
Eerste River will trigger an environmental application process and should therefore 
be considered as part of a separate application time frame. 

 
Opportunities also exist for creating stronger links with the Eerste River, part of 
which flows within the hotel Consent Use Zone. This portion of the property is 
currently under-utilized and could support new landscaping and low-key 
infrastructure without negatively impacting on the Eastern Precinct in particular. 
Note that such proposals would, however, likely trigger NEMA and should 
therefore be considered as part of a separate application time frame. 
 
There is also potential for re-interpretation of the historic Lanzerac gateposts on 
Jonkershoek road, possibly in the form of a small park conceived in conjunction 
with the local authority, and incorporating into its layout a portion of the old 
approach road alignment passing through the gateway. This would help to link this 
now isolated element with the main werf, while at the same time acting as subtle 
promotion of the hotel itself. Such an initiative would probably have to be funded 
by the hotel, given the local authority’s likely alternative budget priorities.  
 

viii) Parking accommodation: New development on the site will obviously need to 
accommodate more parking. This will be a challenge as space for potential new 
development is limited. Consequently, underground parking may need to be 
considered. One area that presents a possibility is in the Northern Precinct in the 
vicinity of the winery. Consideration could be given to accommodating a parking 
garage under, or partially under vineyards in this area. This would require re-
negotiating the hotel consent use where falling outside the current consent use area.  
 

ix) Archaeological Implications: Excavation will undoubtedly be involved in any new 
development at Lanzerac. This will obviously have archaeological implications. For 
this reason, an archaeological report (at least Phase 1 at this stage) should be 
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required, and still has to be commissioned. This study will be undertaken once the 
focus areas for new development, as recommended in this report, have been 
responded to by HWC.  

 
Taking the aforementioned conclusions into consideration, it is therefore 

recommended that: 
 

i) Additional development of the property be supported in principle; provided that: 
 
ii) Such development be located and contained within the focus areas identified in 

Diagram 01 of this scoping report; 
 
iii) The development indicators contained in this report be used as a basis for preparing 

the relevant architectural and landscaping design proposals yet to be submitted to 
HWC for approval in terms of Section 38 of the National Heritage Resources Act; 
and that 

 
iv) The focus areas earmarked for possible development be investigated by an 

appropriately qualified historical archaeologist, whose input will b required to 
further inform the development proposals.   

 
GRAHAM JACOBS 
 
CONTRIBUTING PARTIES TO THIS REPORT 
 
Melanie Attwell  Attwell & Associates (Historical Research) 
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LANZERAC: SPATIAL/HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
REPORT 

 
EXECUTI VE S UMMARY 

 
This report is a historical report for Lanzerac, Stellenbosch 
 
It does the following: 
Reviews existing historical data 
Reviews heritage surveys affecting Lanzerac and environs 
Identifies area proclaimed a PHS (formerly National Monument) 
Provides additional historical material with an emphasis on the cultural landscape 
Identifies areas of significance based on historical analysis 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The author of the report 
 
Melanie Attwell is a heritage researcher and assessor of 30 years experience. She is an 

accredited member of the Association of Professional Heritage Consultants or APHP. 
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1.  IN TRODUCTION 
 

Lanzerac Stellenbosch is a famous Stellenbosch hotel and historic landmark. It is 
situated on the periphery of Stellenbosch beyond the suburb of Karindal to the west, the 
Jonkershoek Road to the north; and at the entrance to the Jonkershoek Valley.  

 
Its history is closely tied to the history of the Jonkershoek Valley. The farms of Klein 

Gustrouw, Old Nectar and Mostertsdrift once formed part of the Lanzerac holdings and 
their histories are closely interwoven. The original grant is known as Portion 3 and is 
subsumed into the farm 1087. 

 
 The landholdings at Lanzerac have been subject to a complex series of additions, 

divisions and consolidations over time. It is not proposed to record this in any detail as is 
a property transaction history has already been undertaken.1  

 
Lanzerac was originally known as Schoongezicht until 1920 when the ownership of 

the farm was transferred to Mrs Kitty English who changed the name in about 1920, to 
avoid confusion with the farm Schoongezicht in Idas Valley, also in Stellenbosch. The 
name Lanzerac has been most closely associated with the wine production all carrying 
that name and many wines have been produced from that label including the 
development of a landmark series of reds. The hotel, the wine and the name of Lanzerac 
are inseparable as an historic institution and a landmark in Stellenbosch and the country. 

 
Its position at the entrance to the Jonkershoek Valley and with its powerful mountain 

backdrop, give it an unrivalled scenic quality and sense of place. The entrance ascends a 
gentle slope with the gabled homestead forming the focus of the werf. It is defined on 
two sides by historic buildings and their additions; and the central werf is surrounded by 
a low werf wall which defines the space. The central werf space has an identity of its own 
and is a popular venue for functions and wedding receptions.  The truncated access route 
with the original gate piers remaining isolated on municipal land is unfortunate. Although 
it is currently surrounded by vineyards, Lanzerac is uncomfortably close to suburban 
Stellenbosch. 

 
 

2 .  THE BRI EF 
 
The brief, as identified by Arcon Architectural & Heritage Consultants, was to 

provide a cultural landscape analysis of the place; rather than an in-depth analysis of 
ownership, cadastral and other changes.2 The ultimate intention of the heritage report 
was to identity whether there were areas where no subsidiary development could occur in 
terms of the profile and landscape context of Lanzerac. 

 
The brief as identified was as follows: 
 
• Confirming as closely as can be determined the extent of the old National 

Monument declaration in order to ensure that no development occurs in this 
area. 

 

                                                
1 For a full history of this see E Albertyn, Geskiedenis: Lanzerac 1997. 
2 E Albertyn, 1997. 
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• Providing a general understanding of the spatial evolution of the Lanzerac werf 
and surrounding vineyard landscapes without concentrating on the architectural 
morphology of the historic core including manor house and abutting early 
buildings, history of previous ownerships etc. 

• Separate out any S38 applications to HWC for the proposed large peripheral 
extensions, and possible future more modest applications within the historic core 
itself (e.g. landscaping improvements within the historic core). 

• Assistance in defining the historic core  
• Obtaining historical survey maps and pictorial/photographic information 

covering Lanzerac. 
• Other diagrams more specific to Lanzerac. 

 
It was noted that the existing budget was not sufficient to do comprehensive 
deeds/documentation search. Where possible, relevant historical data was obtained from 
existing research material (See references). 

 
 

3 .  LIMI TA TI ONS 
 

The study was limited by the brief and research time allocated. The study revealed that 
there were contradictions and gaps in the existing studies. 
 
A significant cancelled diagram i.e. SG diagram 203/1813, which Albertyn (1997) states 
shows 3 buildings and a T shaped house, was not found after 2 searches. It would appear 
that it would be necessary to investigate the relevant deed of transfer to find the missing 
diagram. 
 
No deeds office research was done due to the limited brief and the research budget.  
 

  
4.  THE SI TE 

 
Lanzerac forms portion 7 of Farm 327 Stellenbosch formerly Farm 1087. Its core is 

an old freehold farm first granted in 1692 to Izaak Schrijver. It forms the original portion 
3 of the Lanzerac Farm and is part of the existing estate. It is noteworthy however that 
the werf was not situated on this grant. 

 
The area around the werf is zoned Resort 1 and is surrounded by land zoned 

agricultural and cultivated as vineyards. To the northeast lies the Jonkershoek Road. The 
werf is accessed by a long axial access route. It was originally longer and more impressive 
but has been truncated for the development of the Karindal housing estate. The original 
gate piers which appear to be part of the PHS exist in isolation on municipal land, now 
surrounded by residentia.  

 
 

5 .  HERI TAG E STA TUS 
 
Lanzerac was proclaimed a National Monument (now Provincial Heritage Site or 

PHS) on the 18th April 1975. It was an extensive proclamation comprising the now 
isolated entrance gates piers, the manor house and outbuildings; the entire werf and the 
werf wall. 
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It proclaimed “the historic Lanzerac complex with the inclusion of the manor house 
and outbuildings as well as the farmyard and farmyard wall and the entrance gateway 
situate on certain piece of land being the remainder of the consolidated farm Lanzerac 
327 in the Stellenbosch District” measuring a defined figure on Diagram 619/72. The 
description is confusing as it is not the entire farm 327 that is proclaimed, only the 
historic central werf and original gate piers. There is no diagram that accompanies the 
proclamation, only a diagram of the whole site. The proclamation is verbal and therefore 
open to interpretation. 

 
It is assumed that the “farmyard” and farmyard walls referred to in the proclamation 

relate to the werf rather than the entire farm 327. This means that the peripheral areas to 
the side excluding the historic outbuildings are not included in the proclamation although 
of course this could also be open to interpretation as the meaning of the wording is 
unclear. 

 
For the purposes of this study it should be assumed the open area extending from 

the entrance piers and line of sight, the central werf and defining buildings, the ancient 
wall that surrounds the extended werf and the buildings within are all part of the PHS. 
Matters are also complicated by the fact that subsequent to the proclamation and 
extensive amount of building additions have been permitted. Therefore the werf as 
defined in 1975 now contains additional buildings or building extensions which are not 
historic and occurred subsequent to the original proclamation.  

 
 

 
Fig 1. The KrugerRoos 2006 summary of the historic werf (hatched) including the 1920-1925 

additions. These together with the werf walls, the central space and the original gate piers on municipal 
land (located outside this diagram) are the PHS. 
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6.  HIS TORI CA L BACKGR OUND 

 
6.1. General historical background: The Jonkershoek Valley: Early land grants 
 
Lanzerac is closely tied to the history of the Jonkershoek Valley and the origins of 

wine farming in the Stellenbosch area. Of significance and interest from a historical 
perspective is the following: 

 
Early farmers in the Jonkershoek Valley were mostly “free blacks” or emancipated slaves. They 
owned and successfully farmed the land; suggesting that racial patterns of land ownership and 
settlement were more fluid than generally recognized. However before the end of the 17th century their 
names disappear from the records as the farms were sold one by one to Anna Hoeks between 1700 
and 1715.  
 
Early freehold land grants to Manuel and Anthonie (or Anthony) of Angola made in 

1683 formed a later part of the Lanzerac Estate’s history and were eventually 
consolidated with Lanzerac.3Antony of Angola possessed a flourishing wine estate by 
with four hundred vines planted in 1683. Anthony is listed in the opgaafrolle of 1688, five 
years after the formal grant (he may have been farming the land before the grant) as 
having 2 slaves of his own, horses, sheep, 600 vines and was also sowing corn. The wine 
farm grew in productivity and by 1692 he had planted 4000 vines. However by 1695 his 
name disappears from the records. 

 
Another freed slave, Louis of Bengal was granted a farm in freehold also in 1683. 

Louis of Bengal died in 1696 and his farm which formed the basis for the farm Klein 
Gustrouw was bought by Antony of Angola and almost immediately transferred to Izaak 
Schrijver of Schoongezicht. 

 
Old Nectar also called Nektar and originally Jan Lui was a small grant of 25 morgen 

made in 1692 to two freed slaves Marquard and Jan van Ceylon. This farm was one that 
was acquired by Anna Hoeks in 1712. Jan van Ceylon also acquired Jonkershoek in 1698 
from Lysbeth Jansen, a slave woman and widow of Jan de Jonker, after whom the Valley 
is named. This property was acquired by Anna Hoeks in 1714 

 
Early farmers in the Jonkershoek Valley were small, close to water sources and made 

use of the fertile soils for a mixture of stock farming and agriculture. Gradually the trend 
towards the production of wine increased. Wine production at Schoongezicht which 
formed the basis of the Lanzerac Farm can be dated to 1683. 
 
Manuel and Antony of Angola farmed with cattle sheep, corn and vines. Izaak Schrijver 
of Schoongezicht did the same although on a much larger scale. By 1700 his landholdings 
had increased; he ran a mixed farm with a large herd of cattle, and some 200 sheep. He 
also owned 7 slaves. The emphasis though was on the planting and harvesting of the 
vineyards. He was listed in 1700 has having 4000 vines. 
 
6.2. Lanzerac:  Historical background: Early history 
 
      The origins of Lanzerac lie in the first grant of Schoongezicht to Izak Schrijver in 
1683 and 1692; and Mostertsdrift (1691). The werf lay between rather than on these two 
                                                
3 SF:Vol 1Folio 63, L Albertyn, 1997 p 3. 
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grants. The farm, eventually enlarged, and including a number of combined freeholds, 
was named Schoongezicht until 1920 when it was acquired by Mrs K English.  
 
The name was apt as the werf was beautifully set against the Jonkershoek Mountains on a 
gentle slope which rose up from the settlement of Stellenbosch. Equally, the view west 
towards Stellenbosch from the rise would have had a pleasing aspect.  
 
      The history of the land grants, purchases and sales of land in the vicinity of present 
day Lanzerac, is complex and cannot be examined in full in this report. Schoongezicht 
was successful as a farm and grew to include a number of the other farms including the 
Schoongezicht (1683) and Mostertsdrift (1691) grants. Izaak Schrijver acquired two 
further farms – Angola and Leef-op-Hoop in 1696. Later his wife Anna Hoeks acquired 
Old Nectar and Jonkershoek. This meant that by 1714, when she bought Jonkershoek, 
Anna Hoeks as the owner of Schoongezicht; owned all the farms in the Jonkershoek 
Valley except Assegaaibosch. All farms remained under family ownership until 1808. 
Anna Hoeks was likely to have been a successful farmer, as not only did land holdings 
grow, but the production of wine and the planting of vineyards increased substantially. 
Between 1700 and 1709 the number of vines planted, grew from 5000 to 10000 and by 
1712 to 15 000.4 
 
Under the later ownership of Maria van Coningshoven c 1719 -1755, production 
declined despite the fact that the farms in the Jonkershoek Valley acquired by Anna 
Hoeks were all under a single owner. 
 
By 1755 the farms were inherited by Anna Hasselaar daughter of Maria van 
Coningshoven. She worked only Schoongezicht, Klein Gustrouw and Mostertsdrift - the 
core landholdings. The farm became prosperous again with increased agricultural yields. 
It is likely during this period that there were either improvements to existing buildings or 
additional new buildings on the werf at Schoongezicht. In her will dated 18th May 1790, 
reference is made to a house containing a Voorhuis or reception area, two rooms on the 
right hand side, one behind the other; a room on the left hand side; and a kitchen and a 
solder.5 A gable would have been added later.6 Reference is also made to a wine cellar, a 
carpenters shop, an old stable, a corn store, a smithy and a kraal for cattle.  
These component parts point to a significant establishment by 1790 - one that is 
probably indicated on the survey of c 1790 (see fig 8 and the sketch by Schumacher (See 
fig 7). For details of the werf layout (see Section 8 Conclusions). 
 
In 1808 a subsequent owner, Coenraad Johannes Albertyn, sold off the farms holdings 
with Schoongezicht and Mostertsdrift going to Coenraad Johannes Fick. This marked a 
period of great success and prosperity for the farm resulting in increased agricultural 
production; improvements to the werf and the acquisition of additional land, in 1815. 
Significantly Fick consolidated Mostertsdrift and Schoongezicht and acquired all the 
surrounding lands.7  
 
He became a wine farmer of note and by 1825 had 80 000 vines under cultivation and 
was producing a significant about of wine and (possibly) brandy.8An SG diagram of 1813 
                                                
4 L Albertyn 1997 p 16-17 
5 This suggests and L shaped house 
6 Albertyn 1997: page 19. 
7 Pistorius P and Harris S  Heritage Survey: Stellenbosch Rural Areas 2006 Lanzerac page 3 
8 ibid 
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shows a house and three outbuildings on the site.9 These include a T shaped house to the 
south, and three outbuildings on the northeast side of the current werf in the vicinity of 
the existing flanking buildings. This is the first diagram reference of a building of a T or 
L shaped house on the southwest side of the existing werf and needs investigation. It is 
possible that these are the old cellar buildings, which predate the existing farmhouse 
dated 1830. 
 

 
 

Fig 2a. Composite deeds summary from the diagram attached to deeds of transfer. This shows the 1692 
freehold grants of Schoongezicht and Mostertsdrift (in ochre) and the 1817 (Fick) expansion in yellow. 
Diagrammatic linear werf at Lanzerac identified as “houses” is arrowed. The werf is oddly, not placed 
within the early freehold grant; but it clearly forms a werf with a road leading from Stellenbosch towards 
it. Source 1901 cadastral map as annotated by Pistorius and Harris 1996. 
 

                                                
9 SG 203/1813. (Albertyn 1997) page 29. A copy could not be found in the SGO. There is a copy 
in the Albertyn report but it is impossible to read (See Section 4 Limitations)  
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Fig 2 b Diagram of adjoining farm 1911 showing the road to Lanzerac and three buildings (arrowed) 

arranged in a linear fashion together with the stream which fed the werf. SG Diagram 249/1833 Farm 
1212 Stellenbosch and Farm 342 Stellenbosch. This refers to the land northwards being that of 

Coenraad Fick. This is likely to be old information as the diagram is dated 1911. 
 
6.3. The building of the werf at Lanzerac 
 
      The werf and lands at Lanzerac were subject to a series of changes with land 
acquisitions being at their most extensive in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries (see above). During this time the werf grew from a series of simple rectangular 
buildings along a linear werf close to a tributary of the Eerste River; and facing the river, 
to the impressive werf arranged around a central encircling axis that was built between 
1813 and 1830.   
 
      Coenraad Fick built the existing historic werf, including certain earlier buildings that 
were known to have existed by 1790. Evidence suggests that the earlier werf was linear 
and positioned on the northeastern side of the current werf facing cultivated fields that 
stretched down to the Eerste River to the southwest.. The road from Stellenbosch is a 
clue in the position of the werf as it would require no more than a slight re-alignment 
from the old axial alignment for Coenraad Fick to create the impressive long axial 
approach to the 1830 werf. This no longer exists in its entirety. The 90 degree re-
orientation of the werf was a masterstroke; turning a functional linear farm werf into an 
impressive piece of architectural theatre aligned on the Stellenbosch Pieke beyond. With 
its central gable and gabled flanking outbuildings, the werf became progressively more 
visible and impressive as one approached the werf along the access route. 
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      There is debate about the original form of the 1830 manor house. It was probably 
the last of the new buildings on the werf, although the plan was clearly intended to have 
a building in that position. Albertyn (1997), states that the manor house was built in 1830 
in the form of a U shape although this evidence is based on the considerably later (1920) 
Kendall sketches, by which time the floor plan may have been altered10. It was a 
symmetrical building surmounted by a neo classical gable and a symmetrical double 
stairway to the stoep and entrance door. There is some debate as to whether the original 
manor house was originally a U shape or an L-shaped house.  
 
The maps and sketches are confusing. This confusion is partly created by an early map of 
the area by Van der Graaff (See Fig 3) which shows a T shaped structure but along a 
linear werf and not in the position of the current manor house11, and the 1832 sketch by 
Sir Charles D’Oyly below (which both seem to indicate a T or an L shape. Willem 
Malherbe uses this illustration to suggest that the house was T shaped, particularly as U 
shaped houses were considered the prerogative of high Company officials.12 
 
      There is also some debate as to the position of the early linear werf. Albertyn states 
that the oldest buildings are those to the south east (sic) (Albertyn 1997:13) She states 
that the two long buildings to the southwest of the werf together with the rebuilt cow 
barns and chicken runs formed the original farm werf.13 However evidence suggests that 
the south side of the werf was not the original werf but part of the later post 1811-1813 
plans for the werf. The road from Stellenbosch, which skirts the linear werf on the 
southwest side, together with map evidence suggests that the original linear werf was on 
the northeast side of the existing werf. Fick would have placed the 1813 and the 1830 
manor house in a deliberate intention to create a grand axial. 
 
       Early maps suggest that the valley was intensely cultivated in patches. Cultivated 
areas depended on access to the Eerste River tributary for irrigation. 14There is evidence 
that a sloot which fed a millstream ran from the “Spruyt der Eerste Rivier towards the 
direction of the werf. The position of this mill stream is still evident in the 1938 aerial 
photograph and may be considered for further archaeological investigation. 
 
6.4. The historic character of the werf 
 
      The Lanzerac werf is situated in an impressive position on a gentle slope at the 
entrance to the Jonkershoek Valley and close to the banks of the Eerste River. Its 
historic core consists of the manor house, the werf walls the outbuildings and cellar 
which define the werf, the belltower15 and buildings along the north east and southwest 
sides of the werf. The werf is accessed by a long sloping drive which curves at the point 
of the werf to the entrance forecourt leading directly to the entrance door of the manor 
house. The sense of hierarchy is re-enforced by the forecourt to the buildings, which 
defines the werf and the gabled manor house itself. 
 
6.5. The 1830 Manor house at Lanzerac 
                                                
10 ibid 
11 Nat Archief 4 TOPO 15.116 CJ van der Graaff. 
12 SAHRA files correspondence. 
13 This is odd as slaves were close to manumission but may have been built together with certain 
outbuildings 1811-1813. 
14 SG diagram 185/1813 
15 The belltower of “slave bell appears to have been a later addition probably built by Fick. 
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       The orientation of the buildings indicated in the early maps and sketches suggests 
that the original linear werf faced southwest/northeast, with one of the buildings along 
the axis being the earlier homestead. By the time Fick acquired the property in 1817 he 
had already begun a building program that included additions to the old linear werf; but 
subsequently shifted the orientation of the axial alignment to the southeast for maximum 
visual impact. This would be the origin of the existing very impressive homestead built 
by Fick in 1830 (see 5.2.). 
 
       It marked a shift from a linear functional werf to one with a strong presence and a 
strong axial relationship with the Stellenbosch Pieke beyond. The werf therefore shifted 
90 degrees in orientation for maximum visual impact. Y Brink (2008) refers to how the 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth century Cape homestead illustrated social standing 
through its dominance of the landscape; and through strong elements of a hierarchy 
which illustrated social standing. In this, Lanzerac was typically being positioned and 
adorned to illustrate the standing of a successful farmer and a person of high status. 
Lanzerac (then Schoongezicht) had impressive entrance piers, a long ascending access 
route leading to a forecourt around which the buildings were placed, and a manor house 
with its neoclassical gable perfectly aligned on the landmark Stellenbosch Pieke beyond. 
The re-orientation of the werf and building program marked a shift from the simple 
earlier werf form to something clearly intended to impress. 
 
        Typical also is that the original eighteenth century farm buildings on the 
northeastern side of the werf facing the cultivated fields; and forming the original linear 
werf, were probably partly re-used by incorporating them into the new axial design. This 
means that the flanking buildings to the northeast may contain earlier fabric. This would 
need to be tested by archaeological investigations (see Conclusions). 
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Fig 3.“Distant View of the Village of Stellenbosch from the Road to Jonkershoek 18th October 1832. 
D’Oyly’s sketch of the Jonkershoek Road looking north-west towards Lanzerac with the village of 

Stellenbosch in the distance. This image shows an L or T shaped manor house and a series of longhouses 
or a longhouse towards to north-east of the werf. It also shows extensive cultivated lands towards the 

Eerste River and Stellenbosch 
 

D’Oyly’s sketch shows Lanzerac from the road to the Jonkershoek Valley looking down 
from the foothills with the homestead in the far left and Stellenbosch in the distance. It 
also shows the wine cellar built or extended from existing older buildings by Fick in 
about 1813 flanking the homestead. Both buildings are now gabled. 
 
The outbuildings predate the existing manor house, dating roughly to between 1811 and 
1813. It is therefore possible that the earliest buildings are situated along the northeast 
edge of the werf.16 
 
6.5.1. The twentieth century additions to the manor house. 
 
        Mrs Catherina “Kitty” English acquired the property in 1920. She required 
extensive alterations and enlargements to the manor house in order to develop it from a 
small three bay house to a “gentlemen’s residence”, large enough to allow for all the 
requirements of the new English landed elite. These would include servant’s quarters a 
drawing room, additional accommodation bathrooms and further services. Kendall and 
Morris took the opportunity of developing Lanzerac into an architectural gem – a Cape 
style Arts and Crafts building incorporating neoclassical elements, of which the manor 
house gable is the most notable. The work also boasted beautifully crafted woodwork 
including a kiaat and yellowwood screen in the Cape Dutch style; and a beautiful neo-
classical rear court yard connecting the service areas, and reinforcing the classical axis 
connecting the house with the Pieke to the southeast. 
 
       Elevations by Kendall and Morris during the restoration and additions in 1921, show 
that the manor house was a small 3 bay building, with a central entrance door, flanked by 
a single window on either side and with the façade surmounted by the present gable. 17 
Floor plans from the same period i.e. 1921 show a central narrow courtyard beyond the 
voorkamer and agterkamer.  
 
      It therefore appears that by 1921 at least, it was a U shaped house containing a 
narrow courtyard. The issue could be clarified if necessary, by the removal of plaster on 
walls not modified by Kendall and Morris.  
 
       Extensive and careful changes were made to the manor house by Kendall and 
Morris between 1921 and 1925. These were intended to enlarge what was essentially a 
very small manor house into something larger, more befitting of a gentleman’s residence. 
Kendall and Morris made several sketch designs but eventually decided on extending the 
front façade by adding a window on each end of the façade. Wings were extended to the 
rear of the house using the existing U-shape and creating a beautiful rear neo classical 
yard. Other changes included: 
 

                                                
16 Albertyn 1997, page 34 
17 It should be noted that the gable is dated 1830 not the house. It is possible that the original gable may 
have matched the outbuildings in being a holbol type gable. This is clearly shown on the D’Oyley 
sketch of 1832 as a holbol gable. 
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A new central door 
A kiaat and yellowwood screen between the voor and agterkamers 
Two attic rooms and an interior staircase 
A staircase 
A fireplace and over-mantle of inlaid kiaat and yellowwood 
Bathrooms and a breakfast room 
 
      The results were extremely successful and sympathetic to the Cape Dutch qualities of 
the house and added to its value as a composite of a Cape house with neoclassical Cape 
Revival additions. The Kendall and Morris alterations are included as part of the PHS. 
 
 

7.  HIS TORI CA L BACKGR OUND:  MA PS S KETCHES  A ND  PHOTOGRA PHS OF 
LA NZERA C 

 

 
 

 
Fig 4. The EV Stade drawing of Stellenbosch from the west (detail) 1710.Fransen considers this an 
accurate depiction. 
 
This shows Dorp Street and Lanzerac (Schoongezicht) in the background at the entrance to the 
Jonkershoek Valley. (Its elevated position at the entrance to the Jonkershoek Valley suggests that it is 
Lanzerac). Cultivated lands as defined spaces are visible. These are likely to be a combination of 
vineyards and wheat fields. Albertyn (1997) states that this image shows two very early buildings is on 
the south side of the werf at Lanzerac, but in fact their orientation is unclear. It appears that they may be 
facing the Eerste River which confirms the assumption that the earliest buildings may have faced south 
west towards the River and been on the northeast side of the existing werf. The division, which bisects the 
cultivated fields between the buildings evident here, is also shown in the survey of c 1780 (see fig 8). 
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Fig 5. An early survey of the farms in the vicinity of the Eerste River 1732 Surveyor Evert Cochius: 
Die Afrikaanze Zuidhoek Stellenbosch is indicated by a steeple and a series of farms along the Eerste 
River. Rectangles in red indicate buildings but they are likely to be diagrammatic. It does however show 
the settled and cultivated nature of the Stellenbosch and Franchhoek area at that time. 
 

 
 

Fig 6. Schumacher c1776 shows Dorp Street leading to the Jonkershoek area and some buildings at the 
far left which may be Schoongezicht. From H Fransen 2006, page 68. 
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Fig 7. Another view by Schumacher c1778 looking towards the Jonkershoek Valley. Buildings are 
diagrammatic but Schoongezicht werf is likely to be those arrowed and which were known to have existed 
in 1790. It shows a number of buildings set amidst cultivated lands and on a slight rise. The building 
facing the road access is likely to be the farm house. The area shows intense cultivation around the werf. 
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Fig 8. Detail: An important Survey (Van der Graaff nd but about 1785-1794) from the Delft 
National Archive 4 TOPO 15.15.116. It is likely to be reasonably accurate. It shows the Stellenbosch 
farming area in a time of expansion and prosperity. It shows Coetzenberg referred to as “Couchee” or 
Coetzee on the south side of the Eerste River, the road leading from Dorp Street to Schoongezicht (see 
arrow) which is not named. 
The long access road terminates in a werf with an L shaped building facing west. The buildings line the 
cultivated fields creating a linear werf looking southwest. The cultivated fields are extensive and lead 
down to the Eerste River. The fields are bisected by a path leading from the fields to the werf. 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig 9. 1881. Early panoramic shop of Stellenbosch looking towards the Jonkershoek Valle showing the 
seamless transition from town to cultivated fields and farmland. From Stellenbosch A Short History 

1679-1979 
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Fig 10. Panorama of the uplands of Lanzerac c 1950 showing extensive cultivation to the north and 
south. This was a period when the farm had extensive landholdings. From Pistorius and Harris 2006 
page 1. Photo from Studio Lockley. 

 

 
 

Fig 11. Lanzerac soon after the completion of the extensions to the building by Kendall and Morris 
1921-1925. The change in the façade length is visible by looking at the colour change in the thatch. E 

907 KAB. 
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Fig 12. Lanzerac soon after the completion of the extensions to the building by Kendall and Morris 
1921-1925. The long building to the right (now hotel rooms) originally an outbuilding with early 
remaining casement windows and a holbol gable matching the original house gable evident to D’Oyly’s 
sketch of 1832.  The image also shows how the neo-classical manor house gable mimics the Stellenbosch 
Pieke behind. E 906 KAB 
 

 
 

Fig 13.The neo-classical rear yard with walkway providing a visual link with the mountain E3730 KAB  
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Fig 14: Aerial Photograph 1938 of Lanzerac and surrounding vineyards.  
 
It is possible to see here the linear nature of the original werf with the access route and axial alignment 
having been slightly changed in about 1830 to accommodate the new manor house effectively built in front 
of the old werf arrowed. The old pre 1830 werf would have been fed by a water channel extending down 
from the mountain slopes, the pattern of which is still evident. A possible original access route alignment 
is arrowed in red. 
 
The photograph shows the long axial route to the homestead  
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Fig 15. Aerial photograph 1949: This shows little change to the werf except for further development of 
the buildings fronting the werf. Of note is a water channel also evident in 1938 aerial and the tributary 

from where Lanzerac presumably got its water. 
 

 
 

Fig 16: Aerial Photograph 1953. This shows little further change to the werf but the patterns of 
cultivation seem to be changing with the linear patterns of cultivation leading down to the Eerste River 
giving way to larger fields. Development along the Jonkershoek neat Stellenbosch Road is increasing   
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8.  CON CLUSIONS 
 

The following conclusions are based on the available material; and within the study  the 
limitations referred to 

• The oldest part of the werf is on the northeast side rather than the southwest. 
The linear nature of an earlier werf is still evident 

• The werf was fed by a stream – a tributary of the Eerste River and a sloot leading 
from it. The exact position has yet to be determined but evidence on the early 
aerial photographs suggests that the orientation is still discernable. 

• A new werf incorporating the old northeast side buildings or part of them was 
developed between 1811 and 1830. 

• By the time Kendall and Morris drew floor plans in 1921 the 1830 manor house 
exhibited a U shape.  

• It is possible that very early architectural remnants remain of the original 
farmhouse within the fabric of the historic buildings on the northeast side of the 
werf although these buildings are known to be much altered. This would require 
investigation in time. 

• The central axial alignment linking the homestead to the mountains behind it 
may be re-enforced with very little difficulty by the re-introduction of the back 
yard ambulatory and pergola designed by Kendall and Morris, which most 
effectively reinforced the link. (See Figure 13). 

• The existing manor house gable may have replaced an earlier holbol gable (See 
D’Oyly 1832). This means that the house may be earlier, as researchers have 
always used the date on the gable to assume the date of the building of the manor 
house. It is possible that the cellar and the house were both built at the same time 
i.e. 1811-1815 as part of a significant and comprehensive upgrade of the werf.. 

• The most historical part of the werf is the area northeast of the central forecourt, 
which has paradoxically undergone a substantial amount of rebuilding and 
additions over the years. Currently the most sensitive area for redevelopment 
would be the area to the north east of the werf, where the historic linear werf 
extended, where the sloot and mill stream were situated and where archaeological 
material may be uncovered. 
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CASE 15020210 

LANZERAC HOTEL AND SPA 
REM FARM 1087 AT LANZERAC ROAD, JONKERSHOEK 

STELLENBOSCH 
 

DEADP CASE NUMBER: N/A 
 

PROPOSED EXTENSION OF HOTEL ACCOMMODATION: 
PRELIMINARY SCOPING REPORT FOR HWC 

COMMENT 
 

1. THE PURPOSE OF THIS SUBMISSION 
 

This initial scoping report and spatial analysis is submitted to HWC for interim 
comment. The purpose is to obtain HWC’s response to the opportunities and 
constraints analysis prepared for the property with a view to its further development, i.e. 
before embarking on the rest of the heritage assessment required by HWC in response to 
a Notice of Intent to Develop (NID) application submitted in December 2014. 
 

 
FIGURE 01: Location of the site in Jonkershoek, Stellenbosch. North is at the top of this image. 

(Portion of the SG 1:50 000 Survey Series: Ref: 3318DD Stellenbosch).  
 
In its response to the NID application dated 2 March 2015, HWC expressed its 

belief that heritage resources would be impacted on by the proposals, namely: visual, 
archaeological and landscape resources. Initial comment on this scoping report by HWC 
will be very useful in not only providing focus for the design development, but also focus 
for engaging with interested and affected parties (IAP’s) at an early stage.   

 
1.1. Underlying Intentions 

 
The intention upon which this report is based, is preparing a spatial analysis of the 

property in order to better understand its opportunities and constraints/strengths and 
vulnerabilities; then obtain buy-in from HWC for the findings, i.e. as stated in this report, 
and consequently use these findings as basis for proceeding further with the HIA.  
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Lanzerac Hotel finds itself in the situation where it is unable to compete with the 

increasing number of smaller luxury guesthouse establishments in and around 
Stellenbosch. This is because the present size of the property generates large 
infrastructural overheads unlike the smaller guesthouse establishments with which it now 
has to compete. At the same time, the hotel operation is ironically not large enough to 
apply economies of scale that would enable it to compete more effectively with the 
smaller luxury establishments. The result is that Lanzerac has been running at a 
considerable and increasing financial loss for a number of years. The owner contends 
that the expansion of the hotel’s present facilities to accommodate more guests is the 
only way in which the establishment will be able to return to profitability or at the very 
least, a financial breakeven state. The new works will include landscaping, excavations 
(for new services and building extensions) and additional parking space.        

 
Notwithstanding that expansion of the present hotel operations is seen as the only 

way forward, the owner’s idea is to consider development only in areas that are not 
considered heritage no-go areas, or areas that are not highly sensitive to heritage impacts, 
including botanical impacts. It is not intended that the proposed new extensions impact 
negatively on the historic werf and manor house, its key outlooks or other structures 
identified as having major heritage significance.  
 

This report is therefore aimed at obtaining: 
 

i) HWC’s response as to whether additional development on the site would be regarded 
as feasible in heritage terms; and 

  
ii) If indeed additional development would be acceptable in principle, then where such 

development could be sited. 
 
This report shows that additional development on the property would indeed be 

feasible and makes recommendations in this regard.     
 
1.2.  The Proposals and Need for Expansion on the Site 
 
The proposals are intended to involve approximately 80 new hotel keys, although the 

idea is that actual proposed new room capacities will only be determined with reference 
to this preliminary scoping report in conjunction with feedback from HWC and IAP’s. 
 

2. LOCATION AND SITE DESCRIPTION 
 

Lanzerac, a well-known Stellenbosch country hotel, is located at the head of 
Lanzerac Road, Jonkershoek. It is situated to the west beyond the suburb of Karindal at 
the entrance to the Jonkershoek valley (Figure 01). The property consists of a focally 
placed manor house with symmetrically flanking outbuildings resulting in a werf with 
typical renaissance axial layout characteristics.  The manor house has been aligned on the 
landmark mountain crags known as the ‘Stellenbosch Pieke’ in the distance, creating a 
spatial relationship orchestrated to capitalize on the broader spatial context typical of 
grand Cape place making. Vineyards that flank the approach to the werf along Lanzerac 
Road surround the complex. 
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FIGURE 02: Google Earth image of the Lanzerac hotel complex in its vineyard setting, and in 

relation to the suburb of Karindal and the Stellenbosch urban edge. Note the location of the historic 
gateposts (extreme left of this image), now orphaned from the rest of the property by expanding suburbia. 

Jonkershoek Road runs across the top of this image with the Eerste River running across the bottom.  
 

 
FIGURE 03: The Lanzerac hotel complex indicating the extent of the Resort Zone 1: Hotel Consent 
Use boundary line, development setback lines and character precinct zones identified for the purpose of 

this study, viz: Central Werf Precinct, Northern, Eastern and Southern Precincts.  
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Despite incremental additions over the years that include a fully functioning modern 
winery and conference centre, the historic character of the werf core remains essentially 
unchanged.   
 

The site can be divided into a number of distinctly different character zones, viz: 
 
2.1. The Central Werf Precinct (Red: Figure 03). 
 
The central werf space is the historic core and historic arrival point of the complex 

dominated by the gabled homestead at the head of a grassed courtyard (Figure 04). This 
space is also at the core of the area now designated a Provincial Heritage Site, which is 
defined by the homestead to the east, and adjacent outbuildings to the north and south. 
A portion of the southern edge of this central space remains undeveloped although still 
clearly defined by remaining portions of the historic werf wall (Figure 09).  

 

 
FIGURE 04: View looking east into the Central Werf Precinct and towards the Lanzerac manor 

house with the iconic Stellenbosch Pieke in the distance beyond. (Image: the Author. 17 October 2013). 
 

 
FIGURE 05: View looking west from the stoep of the manor house back towards the gateway in 

Figure 04. This image demonstrates the importance of trees in defining the space, and the closed spatial 
nature of the central court on all sides apart from towards the Stellenbosch Pieke in Figure 04. The piers 

of the slave bell tower are partly visible on the left. (Image: the Author. 14 November 2013). 
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FIGURE 06: View looking northeast with one of the farm’s historic outbuildings on the left. This 
building now houses the hotel dining room, lounge and bar. (Image: the Author. 17 October 2013). 

 

 
FIGURE 07: View looking southeast with one of the farm’s historic outbuildings behind the oaks on 

the right. This building now houses guest suites. (Image: the Author. 17 October 2013). 
 

 
FIGURE 08: View looking northeast towards the guest suites on the Stellenbosch town end of the 

central court. Most recent historical research suggests that some these structures encapsulate the earliest 
surviving fabric on the property. (Image: the Author. 17 October 2013). 

 
The space is lined with oaks while a slave bell tower stands to one side within the 

area (Figure 05) and adjacent to the stretch of werf wall (Figure 09) defining the 
southern edge of the space. Apart from the manor house with its orchestrated mountain 
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backdrop beyond, the other edges of the space are essentially closed (Figures 05-07). 
The landscaping and architecture exude old world charm and combine to form one of 
the principal historic werf spaces in the Western Cape, if not the country.  

 

 
FIGURE 09: View looking over a surviving portion of the old werf wall that defines the Stellenbosch 
town end of the central court along its southern edge. This view is from the parking area immediately to 

the south looking into the inner court. (Image: the Author. 14 November 2013). 
 

2.2. The Eastern Precinct (Pale Red: Figure 03). 
 
The eastern precinct is the area behind the manor house. It consists mainly of lawn, 

apart from a swimming pool and pool house at its eastern end. The area extends from 
the rear of the manor house to the west, a portion of the historic werf wall to the north, 
and a perimeter service road to the southeast and south. This is one of the most secluded 
portions of the werf. It is also one of the most tranquil parts of the property. The 
precinct is characterized by uninterrupted green open space with heavily treed edges and 
the backdrops of the Jonkershoek Mountains to the north, the Stellenbosch Mountains 
to the south and the more distant Stellenbosch Pieke to the east. The precinct has a 
strongly insular quality due to its dense edges of mature oaks and hedges on three sides 
with the back of the manor house defining the fourth side (Figures 10&11). 

 

     
FIGURE 10: Panorama of the Eastern Precinct looking east from the back of the manor house 

towards the swimming pool and pool house (centre). The Jonkershoek Mountains and Pieke are in the 
distance. A portion of the historic werf wall is visible to the left. This precinct is characterized by 

expanses of uninterrupted lawn bounded by dense green edges. (Image: the Author. 14 November 2013). 
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FIGURE 11: View from the eastern end of the precinct looking back towards the rear of the manor 

house. This is the opposite view to Figure10 and illustrates the gradually sloping nature of the topography 
towards the left (south) of this image. The swimming pool and pool house are to the right of this view. 

(Image: the Author. 14 November 2013). 
 

2.3. The Northern Precinct (Pale Blue: Figure 03). 
 

The northern precinct is the most densely developed part of the werf. This is where 
most of the present hotel accommodation is located. This is also where the hotel 
reception is situated, and where the hotel function rooms and most of the service 
buildings including wine cellar are located. The area is characterized by a network of 
intimate alleys linking courtyards and living quarters/guest suites in a manner reminiscent 
of a small, densely populated historic village, yet this is largely late 20th and early 21st 
century development not yet 60 years old. The eastern end of this precinct extends from 
the back of the lounge/dining and bar outbuilding (Figure 12) to a number of cottages 
(Figure 13) with private gardens separated from the Eastern Precinct by a hedge running 
alongside the historic werf wall.  
 

 
FIGURE 12: View over the courtyard to the north of the dining room. This is one of a number of 

courtyards linked by a network of intimate interconnecting alleyways and axial pathways. (Image: the 
Author. 14 November 2013). 
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FIGURE 13: One of the pathways linking cottages and gardens to the more public spaces within the 

eastern portion of the northern precinct. (Image: the Author. 14 November 2013). 
 

The western end of the precinct extends from the northern access off Jonkershoek 
Road to the wine tasting venue and deli/bakery near the historic west entrance into the 
werf. Like the eastern end of the precinct, the western end is characterized by a network 
of intimate courtyards (Figures 14-16) connected by a network of alleyways. This area is 
even more tightly developed with guest rooms/suites than the eastern end, and includes 
a function hall and the estate winery.  
 

 
FIGURE 14: One of a number of courtyards within the western half of the Northern Precinct with 

guest rooms/suites are arranged around its periphery. Courtyards such as this are linked by an 
interconnecting network of alleyways and treed walkways creating a series of intimate, insular sub-

precincts within the northern half of the hotel complex. All of these structures are late 20th century and 
therefore not older than 60 years. (Image: the Author. 27 April 2015). 
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FIGURE 15: One of a number of treed walkways that, together with a series of alleyways such as in 

the distance (centre), form an interconnecting network of routes between focal spaces of various sizes 
within the northern precinct. (Image: the Author. 27 April 2015). 

 

 
FIGURE 16: One of the larger enclosed spaces within the northern precinct. This space is located 

adjacent to the wine tasting/deli building, forming a forecourt to the function centre on the right. None of 
the buildings and landscaping in this image are older than 60 years, the most recent having been 

constructed barely a few years ago. (Image: the Author. 27 April 2015). 
 

The Northern Precinct can therefore be regarded as a built environment that looks in 
on itself. Like all of the precincts comprising the present Lanzerac werf, they are clearly 
separated from one another and the broader Jonkershoek landscape context, thereby 
forming their own sub-environments within the greater hotel complex. 

 
2.4.  The Southern Precinct (Pale Pink: Figure 03). 
 
The Southern Precinct is characterized by low-density development in direct contrast 

to the hotel development on the opposite side of the historic Central Werf Precinct. 
Development in this area includes some hotel accommodation around a courtyard space 
with other accommodation facing onto the Central Werf Precinct. (Figures 17&18) as 
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well as the spa/wellness centre, service areas, staff accommodation and garages. The 
remainder of the area to the south of the Central Werf Precinct is devoted to hotel 
parking or has been retained as open, grassed space that includes a helicopter landing 
area at its western end (Figure 21). Apart from the guest accommodation directly 
adjacent to the central werf court, all other development in this precinct is not yet older 
than 60 years. Like most of the hotel development, this precinct is strongly characterized 
by heavy concentrations of trees.    

 

 
FIGURE 17: View of the only residential courtyard within the Southern Precinct. Its location is 

directly south of the manor house and falls within the provincial heritage area. Guest accommodation in 
this area is likely to contain fabric older than 60 years. (Image: the Author. 14 November 2015). 

 

 
FIGURE 18: View of the guest accommodation within the Southern Precinct facing onto the Central 
Werf precinct. This building falls within the provincial heritage site area and is likely to contain fabric 
older than 60 years. It is not clear how much of the joinery (e.g. 18th century casement windows and late 

19th century French doors have their earliest origins on the site, or whether they come from elsewhere. 
(Image: the Author. 14 November 2015). 
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FIGURE 19: View of the largely service oriented portion of the precinct. This includes staff garages 

(background centre) and staff housing (right). None of this development is older than 60 years and this 
area falls outside the provincial heritage site. (Image: the Author. 5 February 2014). 

 

 
FIGURE 20: Rear view of the guest accommodation indicated in Figure 18. The lean-to portions are 
clearly 20th century additions but the wall in front is historic. (Image: the Author. 27 April 2015). 

 

 
FIGURE 21: View of a portion of the parking area to the south of the Central Werf Precinct with the 
gabled end of the outbuilding housing hotel accommodation indicated in Figure 18 in the distance. The 

spa and wellness centre is behind the trees on the right hand half of this image. Jonkershoek Mountain is 
visible in the distance. This area falls outside the provincial heritage site. (Image: the Author. 14 

November 2015). 
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2.5.  General Summary 
 

Lanzerac Hotel and Spa has effectively become a miniature village set in farmland on 
the outskirts of Stellenbosch. The main focus of the settlement is its grand central werf 
space, forming the historic core of the complex and now designated a Provincial 
Heritage Site. Around this, peripheral development has been arranged with a matrix that 
is connected by a series of smaller spaces and courtyards linked by a network of 
alleyways and axial pathways. Most of this peripheral development falls outside the 
provincial heritage site area, while most of the peripheral buildings are not older than 60 
years and therefore not subject to Section 34 of the NHRA. 

 
All of its various precincts have a strongly insular character, the exceptions being one 

end of the grand central werf space with the Lanzerac manor house framed by the 
Stellenbosch Pieke in the distance, and the spa/wellness centre that enjoys spectacular 
views towards the Stellenbosch Mountains. A significant contributor to this insular 
character is the strong presence of trees and hedges throughout the complex. These 
largely screen outlooks from the various precincts to the broader landscape setting of 
Jonkershoek with the corresponding result that the development itself is largely screened 
from its broader context by trees and other vegetation. 

 
The Northern Precinct is the most developed portion of the complex. There is 

significantly lesser development within the Southern Precinct. The Northern Precinct is 
the least developed portion of the property (the central werf space excepted) but 
provides an effective garden setting and ‘breathing space’ for the rear aspect of the 
manor house. This is the most visually sensitive precinct within the complex, i.e. after the 
Central Werf Precinct.     

 
3. STATUTORY ASPECTS 
 
3.1. Heritage Legislation 

 
The historic core of Lanzerac is a Provincial Heritage Site and former National 

Monument. However, because no digram indicating the extent of the proclamation was 
attached to the National Monument declaration (which refers only to the manor house, 
outbuildings, ‘farmyard’, ‘farmyard wall’ and entrance gateway), the precise extent of the 
Provincial Heritage Site cannot be confirmed. The likely extent of the declared area is, 
however, indicated on Diagram 01 based on an understanding of what had existed at 
Lanzerac at the time of its declaration as a National Monument. 

 
Considering the historic nature of the complex, it goes without saying that Lanzerac 

includes a range of buildings older than 60 years and therefore subject to Section 34 of 
the NHRA. However, these structures are located almost entirely within the historic core 
of the complex. Furthermore, new development is not planned within this area, apart 
from possible rationalization of some of the ad-hoc landscaping that has occurred 
incrementally there (and elsewhere) over the past few decades.  

 
The development proposals will, however, involve changes to the character of a site 

in excess of 5 000 sq m and, therefore, would be subject to Section 38 of the NHRA.     
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3.2. Environmental Legislation 
 

The purpose is to design the proposed new extensions in such a way that no 
activities in terms of the National Environmental Management Act (NEMA) would be 
triggered.  
 

3.3. The Zoning Scheme and Land Use 
 

The planning application is to expand the present hotel accommodation in order to 
make the hotel operation more viable. The hotel currently operates as a Resort Zone 1 
Consent Use falling outside the Stellenbosch Urban Edge (Figures 02&03), which runs 
along the eastern boundary of the outlying suburb of Karindal, approximately 230m 
from the western boundary of Lanzerac werf. Vineyards occupy the intervening space. In 
fact, the Lanzerac werf is surrounded by land zoned for agricultural use, most of which is 
under vineyards. The extent of the Consent Use area is indicated on attached Figure 03.      
 

4. HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE 
 
Lanzerac is a former National Monument and currently a Provincial Heritage Site in 

terms of the National Heritage Resources Act (NHRA: 25:1999). This is the legislation 
that effectively replaced the former National Monuments Act in 2000. The complex has 
undoubtedly high heritage significance on a number of levels.  

 
4.1. Historical Significance: 

 
The historical background of Lanzerac outlined in this report is based largely on 

work undertaken by Melanie Attwell (Attwell & Associates), whose brief was:  
 

•  To confirm as closely as can be determined the extent of the old National 
Monument declaration in order to ensure that none of the proposed development 
occurs within this area; 

• To provide a general understanding of the spatial evolution of the Lanzerac werf and 
surrounding vineyard landscapes without concentrating on the architectural 
morphology of the historic core. Considering that the owner’s plan is to retain the 
integrity of the historic core, it would have served no purpose to undertake detailed 
research on the manor house, abutting early buildings, and detailed ownership 
history;  

• To separate out any S38 applications to HWC for the proposed large peripheral 
extensions, and possible future more modest applications within the historic core 
itself (e.g. landscaping improvements within the historic core); 

• To assist in defining the historic core;  
• To obtaining historical survey maps and pictorial/photographic information covering 

Lanzerac; and 
• Where possible, to source other diagrams more specific to Lanzerac. 

 
A copy of the full historical background report by Melanie Attwell is contained in 

Annexure 01 of this scoping report. 
 
4.1.1. Historical Background 
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i) The late 17th and early 18th centuries:  
 
Lanzerac is closely tied to the history of the Jonkershoek Valley and the origins of 

wine farming in the Stellenbosch area. The early farmers in the Jonkershoek valley were 
mostly ‘freed blacks’ or emancipated slaves, although their names gradually disappear 
from the records as these farms were sold one by one to Anna Hoeks between 1700 and 
1715. One of these was Old Nectar, which Hoeks acquired from two freed slaves, 
Marquard and Jan of Ceylon, in 1712. The name Jonkershoek comes from Jan de Jonker, 
whose widow (a slave woman) sold that land to Jan of Ceylon before it was acquired by 
Hoeks in 1714. 

 
Wine production in the Jonkershoek Valley started flourishing at an early stage, with 

certain land now consolidated into the Lanzerac Estate. Lanzerac was known earlier as 
Schoongezicht having been planted with 4 000 vines by as early as 16921. Wine 
production at Schoongezicht can be dated back to 1683 (Attwell).  

 
The origins of Lanzerac lie in the first grant of Schoongezicht to Izaak Schrijver, 

husband of Anna Hoeks, in 1683 and 1692; and Mostertsdrift (1691). The werf lay 
between, rather than on these two grants. (Diagram H01 Image A). 

 
ii) The eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries: 
 
By 1714 with the acquisition of Jonkershoek, Old Nektar and Schoongezicht, Anna 

Hoeks owned all of the farms in the Jonkershoek valley apart from Assegaaibosch. These 
farms remained in her family until 1808 and appear to have prospered. By 1712 the 
number of vines planted on these landholdings had increased to 15 000 (Albertyn, L, 
1997). It was during the ownership of Schoongezicht by Anna Hasselaar (1755-1790) 
that improvements were either made to its existing buildings, or new buildings added to 
the werf. Reference is made in Hasselaar’s will (1790) to a house containing a voorhuis, 
two rooms to the right, a room to the left, a kitchen and a loft. Other buildings referred 
to included a wine cellar, carpenter’s shop, old stable, corn store, smithy and a cattle 
kraal. All of this indicates that Schoongezicht was already a significant establishment by 
the end of the eighteenth century. (Diagram H02 Image A). 

 
iii) The nineteenth century 
  
In 1808, Schoongezicht’s then owner, Coenraad Albertyn, sold the farm (with 

Mostertsdrift) to Coenraad Fick. This marked a period of great success and prosperity 
for the property, resulting not only in increased agricultural production, but also 
improvements to the werf and further land acquisitions. In 1815 Fick consolidated 
Mostertsdrift and Schoongezicht and acquired all of the surrounding lands. By 1825 he 
was a wine farmer of note with 80 000 vines under cultivation. He would have been 
producing significant quantities of wine and (possibly) also brandy by then. A SG 
diagram of 1813 shows a house and three outbuildings on the site including a T or L 
shaped house to the south, and three outbuildings on the northern side of the present 

                                                
1 That land was then owned by Anthony of Angola, one of the ‘freed blacks’ referred to earlier.   
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werf in the vicinity of the present buildings flanking the werf on that side. (Diagram 
H02 image B).  

 
It was the new prosperity at Schoongezicht under Fick’s ownership that led to its 

transformation from a linear arrangement of simple rectangular buildings facing the river 
to the impressive axial werf framed by the Stellenbosch Pieke that survives as the historic 
core of Lanzerac as we know it today.  

 
The orientation of the buildings indicated in the early maps and sketches (Diagrams 

H01 & H02) suggests that the original linear werf faced roughly north/south and not 
west towards Stellenbosch as is the case today. One of the buildings in the earlier linear 
arrangement standing end-on to the approach road would have been the previous 
homestead. By the time Fick acquired the property he had already begun a building 
program that included additions to the old linear werf. His masterstroke was swinging 
the orientation of the werf 90º to its current axial alignment for maximum visual impact. 
This revised layout enabled him to position an impressive new manor house on axis with 
the Stellenbosch Pieke beyond. Other new structures probably included the ‘slave bell’ 
tower that survives in the forecourt. The new house with its gable dated 1830 now 
became the head of a new approach road from the direction of Stellenbosch. Like the 
old approach, this new road originally branched off what is now part of Jonkershoek 
Road. The old gateposts (part of the Lanzerac National Monument declaration) still 
survive, albeit orphaned by surrounding suburbia. Most of the farm approach road 
survives as Lanzerac Road, although half of its length is flanked by residential properties 
built on what was once part of the farm’s vineyards.    

 
There is debate as to the position of the early linear werf in relation to the present 

werf configuration. Albertyn states that the oldest buildings are those to the south 
(southeast) (Albertyn 1997:13). Fransen makes  similar claims, stating that the long 
outbuildings to the left of the manor house (i.e. on the north side) were built by Fick, 
with the pre-1790 homestead being on the right (south) side furthest from the 
homestead. However, neither claims appear to stand up when scrutinizing historic maps 
in relation to the positions of Jonkershoek Road and the river. This map evidence 
suggests that the original linear werf was more likely on the northern (left) side of the 
present forecourt in the position now occupied by the long outbuildings said by Fransen 
to have been constructed by Fick. (Diagrams H01 & H02). Ironically, although these 
buildings are now much altered, they may contain the earliest surviving fabric at 
Lanzerac. Archaeological investigations would be required to confirm this.     

 
In 1842, the farm was transferred to Pieter van der Bijl.     
 
iv) The twentieth and early twenty first century 
 
Mrs Elizabeth Catherina “Kitty” English acquired the property in 1914. She required 

extensive alterations and enlargements to the manor house in order to extend it from a 
narrow fronted three bay house with a U shaped plan with a tight courtyard, to a wide 
fronted TT plan “gentlemen’s residence”, large enough to allow for all the requirements 
of the new English landed elite. These would include servant’s quarters, a drawing room, 
additional accommodation, bathrooms and further services. The well known architects 
Franklin Kendall and James Morris (both former partners of Herbert Baker) took the 
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opportunity of developing the manor house into an architectural gem – a Cape style Arts 
and Crafts building boasting finely crafted joinery including an impressive kiaat and 
yellowwood voorkamer screen. Another impressive new feature was the neo-classical 
intercolumniated portal with twinned columns facing onto the garden at the back of the 
building. (Diagram H03). This was once at the head of an extended pergola-framed 
ambulatory (no longer existing) aligned on the Stellenbosch Pieke, and bisecting what 
was a garden and orchard area behind the house (Diagram H02 Image C & Diagram 
03). This is in stark contrast to the uninterrupted lawned area that now exists behind the 
manor house. The extensive changes to the manor house occurred between 1921 and 
1925 when Kendall and Morris parted company. Although Fransen (2004) attributes the 
work to Kendall, a large part, if not most of the work, appears to have been the work of 
Morris2.   

 
Up until Kitty English acquired the farm, it was still known as Schoongezicht. It was 

she who changed the name to Lanzerac after one of her friends, a French general. This 
was to avoid confusion with the other well-known farm Schoongezicht in nearby Ida’s 
Valley, Stellenbosch. Kitty English was a pioneer female winemaker and it is believed 
that it was she who bottled the first wine under the Lanzerac label. The world’s first 
commercially produced pinotage was produced under the Lanzerac name by 
Stellenbosch Farmers Winery in 1959 after this company took over the management of 
the vineyards the year before3.   

 
After the death of Kitty English in 1929, the farm was purchased by Johannes 

Tribbelhorn, who became a member of the Cape Quality Wine Growers’ Association. By 
1936, he had established the Lanzerac Cellar, one of the most modern of its time. 

 
After a subsequent period of decline, hotelier and entrepreneur David Rawdon 

acquired the property and transformed the farm werf and outbuildings into a luxury 
country house hotel in 1958. In 1975 Lanzerac was declared a National Monument. It is 
known that after the colourful Rawdon acquired the property, he embarked on a number 
of conversions to existing outbuildings for hotel accommodation4 the extent of which is 
difficult to establish without very close fabric examination because he was known to have 
incorporated historic building materials enthusiastically acquired from elsewhere into this 
‘restoration’ work. 

 
In 1991, the property was purchased by the well known entrepreneur businessman 

Dr Christo Wiese who was responsible for building the present modern wine cellar on 
the property and renovating the hotel to international 5 star status. The renovations 
included further work to the manor house by architect Leslie Louw.  

 
The property was sold to a foreign consortium in 2012 and is currently managed by 

Steinhoff Properties. 
 
4.1.2. Summary of Historical Significance 

                                                
2 According to Attwell (PI) who is currently co-authoring a book on James Morris. 
3 According to the Lanzerac website www.lanzerac.co.za/cellar. 
4 Theo Nel: ‘A Tribute to David Rawdon’: www.matjiesfontein.com. Works included alterations from fowl 
pens, stables, cowsheds and kraals into ‘fetching bedrooms that drew both local and overseas guests’. 
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Given Lanzerac’s rich historical background, from its association with freed slaves to 

its association with prominent historical personalities of the 19th century such as 
Coenraad Fick who was most likely responsible for its widely acclaimed renaissance 
layout, to its association with the renowned architects responsible for the significant 
1920’s extensions, and the pioneering role played by the farm in the modern South 
African wine history, and with Rawdon who was responsible not only for breathing new 
life into Lanzerac but also reviving the historic town of Maatjiesfontein in the Karoo, the 
farm and its historic werf in particular must be considered of at least regional historical 
significance.  
 

4.2. Architectural/Aesthetic Significance. 
 

Lanzerac is of high architectural significance. Y Brink (2008) (refer to Attwell in 
Annexure 01) refers to how the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century Cape 
homestead illustrated social standing through its dominance of the landscape; and 
through strong elements of a hierarchy that illustrated social standing. In this, Lanzerac 
was typically being positioned and adorned to illustrate the standing of a successful 
farmer and a person of high status. The farm has impressive entrance piers, 
unfortunately now isolated from the rest of the layout, and a long ascending access route 
leading to a forecourt with iconic homestead that would have become increasingly 
prominent as it was approached from Jonkershoek Road. 

 
The axially arranged renaissance layout of the re-aligned Lanzerac werf with neo-

classical manor house as focal element is one of the best examples of its type in the 
Western Cape. This is a layout that compares very favourably with others of iconic 
stature  such as at Boschendal, Vergelegen and Klein Babylonstoren. There is evidence to 
suggest that this layout is a skillful combination of pre-existing and subsequent structures 
carefully modeled and placed to maximum effect within its broader landscape setting. 
This factor adds to its significance. The re-orientation of the Lanzerac werf marked a 
distinct shift from a simple, probably utilitarian werf form to an iconic layout clearly 
intended to impress.  

 
The neo-classical architecture of the manor house itself is as iconic as the overall 

werf layout while the buildings comprising the Central Werf Precinct are rare surviving 
architectural examples. Some of these structures reflect layers of successive period 
elements dating from the 18th through to the 20th century, and including the  more recent 
alterations of architects Kendall and Morris, both of whom are now recognized as 
masters of their period. 

 
4.3. Archaeological Significance 

 
Considering the long settled history of Lanzerac and its proximity to the Eerste 

River, there is good reason to see the werf as having high historical archaeological 
potential as well as possibly pre-colonial archaeological potential. Either focused 
archaeological investigations of parts of the property or at the very least,  an 
archaeological monitoring brief, will probably need to be undertaken once the areas for 
potential new development as recommended in this report have been endorsed by HWC.  
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4.4.  Other Aspects of Significance   
 
In terms of the definition of cultural significance as set out in S.2vi) of the NHRA, 

Lanzerac has no known associations relating to scientific, spiritual or linguistic 
significance.  

 
As far its role in the history of winemaking in the country is concerned, Lanzerac can 

be regarded as possibly having some minor historical technological significance relating 
to its modern wine production facilities in the 1930’s during the ownership of 
Tribbelhorn, albeit that there are no records of particular innovations in winemaking 
there at that time. Lanzerac did, however, achieve social standing as a wine brand once 
related to the first commercial production of pinotage in the country. It has also achieved 
social significance as one of Stellenbosch’s most famous hotels since its acquisition By 
David Rawdon. Today, Lanzerac is increasingly being regarded as an important 
contemporary wine producer.     
 

4.5. Concluding Heritage Statement 
  
On the basis of the factors considered in Sections 4.1 to 4.4 of this report, Lanzerac 

has high aesthetic, architectural and historical significance. Areas identified for 
development may have archaeological significance although this has yet to be verified by 
an appropriately qualified archaeological expert. However, should archaeological material 
be encountered, this is unlikely to pose an irresolvable impediment to future 
development provided that the necessary recording/recovery processes are embarked 
upon where necessary.  

 
In terms of S3(3) of the NHRA, Lanzerac must most definitely be considered part of 

the national estate as a heritage resource of very high value given that it has the following 
attributes: 

 
i) It is important to the community and pattern of South African history; 
ii) It possesses uncommon and rare aspects of South Africa’s cultural heritage; 
iii) It has potential to yield information that will contribute to the understanding of 

South Africa’s cultural heritage; 
iv) It is important in terms of demonstrating the principal characteristics of a particular 

class of cultural place and objects; 
v) It is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics valued by a 

community or cultural group; 
vi) It is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative achievement at a 

particular period; 
vii) Its association with the history of slavery, given that all of the property owners 

historically associated with Lanzerac up to abolition were slave owners, from the 
first ‘free blacks’ (ironically) to Coenraad Fick who owned the farm at the time of 
abolition in 1834. This means that slaves would almost certainly have been involved 
in the development of the historic werf until at least that time.     

 
Grading in terms of Section 7 of the NHRA: The historic core of Lanzerac is considered 

eminently worthy of being graded as a Grade 2 heritage resource with a number of 
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Grade IIIA and IIIB structures nested within. The site is consequently deemed worthy of 
its current status as a Provincial Heritage Site. 

 
5. OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS ANALYSIS 

 
An opportunities and constraints analysis has been prepared in order to better 

understand the heritage-related sensitivities of the site with regard to potential new 
development. This analysis has been prepared in the form of a series of diagrams, i.e.:  

 
i) Diagram 01: This diagram unpacks the signature landscape characteristics of the site;  

identifies its significant elements and spatial relationships; identifies the likely extent 
of the declared former National Monument site (in the absence of clear indication in 
the proclamation); identifies clear no-go areas for future development within the 
Hotel Consent Use designated area; identified areas where new development could 
possibly occur; and identifies those structures on the site that are not yet older than 
60 years and therefore not subject to S.34 of the NHRA. 

 
Where relevant, the information in this diagram is supported by Diagrams H01-

H03 as listed below. These summarize the historical morphology of Lanzerac as can best 
be determined at this stage – particularly in the absence of an initial archaeological report 
by an appropriate historical archaeologist. In other respects, the information upon which 
this report is based is sufficient for informing this diagram and the heritage indicators 
recommended as yardsticks for assessing future development. The diagrams supporting 
the constraints and opportunities in Diagram 01 are as follows: 
 
ii) Diagram H01: This diagram provides an overview of key known documentation 

supporting current impressions of the property in the 18th and 19th centuries as 
expressed in this report. The historical research document upon which much of this 
diagram is based, is contained in Annexure 01. 

 
iii) Diagram H02: This diagram provides an overview of the historical morphology of 

the Lanzerac werf from the 18th to the 20th century. Impressions of the werf in the 
earlier periods as depicted in Images A and B are notional due to a lack of clearer 
historical information. Information on the werf during the 20th century is based on 
photographic evidence. Scrutiny of the Kendal & Morris drawings now held at the 
Centre of African Studies, UCT, will no doubt shed further light on the evolution of 
the manor house. Unfortunately, this could not be researched further due to research 
budget constraints.  

 
iv) Diagram H03: This sheet includes photographic evidence recording the 

development of the werf during the 20th century.  
 
5.1.   Diagram 01: Key: Explanatory Notes. 
 

i) Resort Zone 1: Consent Use Hotel: boundary line: Identifies the extent of the land on the 
farm for which consent use for operating the Lanzerac Hotel and Spa has been 
granted.  

 
Implication: No direct hotel-related uses may occur outside this boundary.  
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ii) Resort Zone 1: Consent Use Hotel: development setback line: indicates the building setback 

line within the area for which Consent Use for hotel operations has been granted. 
  Implication: this setback line defines a no-go area for future hotel-related 

development. 
 
iii) Structures existing by 1938: Identifies those werf structures visible on the SG aerial 

survey of 1938.  
 

Implication: some of these structures do, of course, contain fabric which is 
considerably older, and likely to date back to the 18th century. Apart from falling 
within a provincial heritage area which is subject to S.27 of the NHRA, all of these 
structures are older than 60 years and therefore subject to S.34 of the NHRA. 

 
iv) Structures existing by 1955: Identifies those other structures on the property visible on 

the SG aerial survey of 1955 that are not already present on the 1938 aerial survey. 
Implication: these structures, now being older than 60 years, are subject to S.34 of 
the NHRA. 

 
v) Provincial Heritage Site (former National Monument Area): This identifies the likely extent 

of the former declared National Monument area – now a Provincial Heritage Site. 
This is based on reviewing the proclamation description in conjunction with the 
scrutiny of historic aerial survey photographs.  

 
Implication: all structures falling within this area are subject to S.27 of the NHRA. 
This means, inter alia, that any maintenance including tree surgery/felling and 
painting of structures within this area requires a permit from HWC in the absence 
of an alternative agreement with HWC.  

 
vi) Provincial Heritage Building (former National Monument envelope): Outlines in red all 

buildings and other structures accepted as falling within the former declared 
National Monument are. This includes the surviving portions of early werf wall. 
Not indicated are the old gate piers off Jonkershoek Road. These are mentioned in 
the proclamation but were too awkward to map on Diagram 01 without drastically 
increasing the scale of the drawing. 

 
Implications: as for v) above. 

 
vii) Buildings not older than 60 years: Indicates those structures on the site not older than 

60 years and therefore not subject to S.34 of the NHRA. Notably, none of these 
structures fall within the provincial heritage site area. Implications: these structures 
could be altered or demolished without requiring a permit from HWC. 

 
viii) Trees defining a space of heritage significance: Essentially, these are the trees that help to 

define the historic core and approach road to Lanzerac. 
 

Implications: A permit from HWC will be required for the felling of such trees. Such 
a permit is likely only to be issued by HWC on the understanding that it would be 
replaced by another tree of similar characteristics on, or close to the same site.  
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ix) Trees of some significance in defining, punctuating or filtering space: These are trees that help 

to contribute to the overall character of the historic core and its surrounding 
precincts. 

x) Green edge defining a signature space or mitigating potentially negative visual impacts to a 
signature space: Essentially identifies green edges that help to retain the character of 
the werf and its surrounding context from negative visual impacts.    

 
Implications: These edges should be retained as part of the overall landscape concept 
of the werf, though not necessarily by using the same plant species, provided that 
the replacement species are not invasive and have similar characteristics as the 
existing.  

 
xi)  Other trees/vegetation: Other vegetation not regarded as having particular significance 

in terms of defining or lending character to signature spaces. 
 

Implications: could be removed without replacement if required. 
 
xii) Clear no-go areas for future development: Identifies those areas where no development 

should occur as this would be fundamentally and overridingly damaging to the 
character of the site. 

 
Implications: This limitation does not necessarily apply to new landscaping or the 
reinstatement of planting in former garden areas. 

 
xiii) Area in which development could possibly occur: Identifies areas where potential new 

development could possibly occur subject to diligent visual impact studies.   
 

Implications: The areas indicated should not be considered as building footprints. 
Development in these areas is unlikely to be favourably considered by HWC if it 
were to impact negatively on either the historic core of the property our the 
surrounding rural context. Areas identified for potential development close to the 
river in the Eastern Precinct will constitute an activity that will trigger the National 
Environmental Management Act and, thereby, an environmental application 
process.   

 
xiv) Key focal point: Identifies strategic elements or spaces on the property that strengthen 

existing axial relationships or are otherwise consistent with the underlying 
dynamics lending visual character to the site.  

 
Implications: Such focal points where existing, e.g. the gabled façade of the manor 
house must be retained and their spatial integrity protected. The bell tower can be 
considered a secondary focal point. Where involving undeveloped areas, e.g. at the 
eastern end of the former garden space behind the manor house, such places 
provide an opportunity for introducing a new focal element subject to strict visual 
impact testing. 

 
xv) Key axial relationship: Highlights the strong axial relationship between the approach 

road to the werf, the manor house, and the Stellenbosch Pieke beyond.  
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Implications: The key axial relationships identified must be retained at all cost, as 
they play a fundamental role in contributing to the unique character of the heritage 
site.  

 
xvi) Significant outlook:  Identifies the outlooks towards the mountains – the slopes of the 

Stellenbosch Mountains in particular, but also the views towards the Jonkershoek 
Mountains and the Stellenbosch Pieke. 

 
Implications: Although the primary outlook is also happens to involve the most 
distance, i.e. towards the Pieke, the secondary outlooks on the outer peripheries of 
the property towards the flanking mountains still play an important role in defining 
the sense of place that is Lanzerac. This sense of lateral connection from the werf 
towards these mountains must be incorporated into any new development 
proposals. 

 
xvii) Signature mountain backdrop: Highlights the orientations of these backdrops relative 

to the site. 
 

Implications: As in xvi) above. 
 

xviii) Historic agricultural space: Identifies those portions of the site that have historically 
been established as agricultural space through the centuries. 

 
Implications: These areas, of which most are vineyards, are key elements in 
defining the character of Lanzerac and its setting, particularly given the historic 
pioneering role played by the farm and the rest of the Jonkershoek sub-region in 
winemaking in the country. The agricultural space within the hotel consent use area 
should therefore be regarded as another no-go area for future development. 
   

xix) Area with potential for underground parking: Identifies the northern end of the site as 
having potential for accommodating underground parking with vineyards 
reinstated on the roof at ground level.  

 
Implications: There is currently no covered parking for guests at Lanzerac, for which 
there is an understandable need given the 5 star status of the hotel. Conditions for 
underground parking on this part of the site are favourable due to the poor quality 
of the soil for wine production, and the probable lower groundwater conditions 
due to its relatively elevated position in relation to the river. Reinstating vineyards 
on top of the parking garage would have the positive effect of reclaiming vineyard 
space currently lost to surface parking north of the winery. 
 
Extending parking underneath vineyard space beyond the boundary of the current 
Hotel Consent Use area would no doubt require an amendment of the terms and 
conditions of the current Hotel Consent Use agreement.      

 
6. HERITAGE-RELATED INDICATORS 
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This section of the report identifies indicators recommended as yardsticks for 
assessing the appropriateness of new development on the property in heritage-related 
terms. These informants are underpinned by the Heritage Statement in Section 4 and 
attached Diagram 01.   
 

6.1. Heritage Indicators. 
 

Heritage Indicator 1: Retention of Historic Structures. All historic structures, i.e. 
those older than 60 years on the property (as of the date of this report) are to be retained and conserved. 
Such structures are to be considered de facto integral parts of the Provincial Heritage Site.  

 
 Commentary: Other than maintenance, the property owner will not be embarking on 

any developments that  involve direct impacts to structures within the historic Central 
Werf Precinct, i.e. within the Provincial Heritage Site. Furthermore no structures older 
than 60 years will be affected.  
 

Heritage Indicator 2: Retention & Planting of Trees: Trees identified as defining a 
space/spaces of heritage significance are to be retained, apart from where reaching the end of their life 
cycle. In the latter case, where trees are oaks, these are to be replaced by like species. Where other species 
are involved and no like replacements are available, such trees must be replaced by alternatives with 
similar physical characteristics. All replacement trees are to be located on, or as close to the affected sites 
as possible.  

 
Commentary: None of the trees within the historic core will be affected by the 

proposals. However, substantial new tree planting may be required as part of the 
proposed new development in order to mitigate visual impacts. The configuration of new 
tree planting patterns must be informed by the linear configurations of tree planting 
within the historic core, and with the purpose of  ‘knitting’ new planting patterns into the 
werf pattern to form a green network that integrates with the existing. The new planting 
must also mitigate visual impacts where relevant, by filtering views towards the werf 
from surrounding areas. Tree planting should also be used as a device to 
‘compartmentalize’ parking areas to reduce the impact of cars on the character of the 
werf.  

 
Heritage Indicator 3: Retaining Aspects of Rural Character: Views over vineyards 

from both within, as well as surrounding areas including Jonkershoek Road must be substantially 
retained while at the same time screening or at least filtering visual impacts from the development itself. 
New landscaping must also aim at retaining and/or reinforcing rural character through the consistent use 
of simple, rustic surfaces and materials.     

 
Commentary: Appropriate landscaping proposals for the property are probably going 

to be as important that the architectural proposals. Both components must be regarded 
as a single integrated design exercise in order to retain and, where necessary, reintegrate 
the complex with its rural setting. The new landscaping exercise will provide the 
opportunity for rationalizing the ad-hoc mix of landscaping elements and materials that 
has incrementally affected the complex in more recent years, including the Central Werf 
Precinct.   
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Heritage Indicator 4: Spatial Relationships with Surrounding Areas: Green edges 
are to be retained and reinforced along the periphery of the werf. New development should stay 
substantially within its tree canopy. Outlooks over agricultural land from the Lanzerac approach road 
must remain unobstructed. Hallmark axial spatial relationships are to be respected, retained and where 
necessary, reinforced. Visual connections with mountain settings from public areas must be retained and, 
where relevant, improved.   

 
Commentary: An opportunity exists for introducing new axial relationships connected 

by carefully structured focal points into a proposed new development using the 
trademark key axial relationships already existing at Lanzerac as precedent. Boundary 
fencing within and along the periphery of the werf must be minimized, if not avoided 
altogether. Where fencing is unavoidable in these areas e.g. for public safety reasons, 
agricultural type fencing consistent with the rural character of the area would be 
favoured. 

 
Heritage Indicator 5: Setbacks & Transition Zones: Setbacks and transition zones 

between character areas must be sufficient to accommodate adequate landscaping (including trees). This is 
in order  to retain environmentally appropriate green interfaces between the werf edges and adjacent 
landscapes without intruding into, or eroding current agricultural (mostly vineyard) space.   

 
Commentary: There are no zones of biophysical or other intrinsic heritage significance 

either on, or abutting the property. The intention is to avoid triggering the National 
Environmental Management Act (NEMA), and therefore the idea is for development 
proposals to be located so that they do not fall within setbacks triggered by NEMA, 
particularly as the nearby Eerste River has been identified in the Stellenbosch Spatial 
Development Framework as environmentally threatened. Having said this, there remains 
potential for the underutilized southern edge of the Eastern Precinct adjacent to the 
Eerste River to support some new development.    
 

Heritage Indicator 6: Siting of New Development on the Property: New 
development should be located, scaled and distributed in such a manner that ensures a visual profile that 
does not disrupt settings of heritage significance. This would include both the setting of the Central Werf 
Precinct, and broader mountain settings as experienced from parts of the site . 

 
Commentary: Although areas for potential new development have been identified in 

this report, that does not necessarily mean that all areas identified should or could be 
developed. The proposed extent and development footprints of new proposals will 
require testing with 3D montages, and cumulative impacts taken into consideration.  

 
Heritage Indicator 7: Configuration of New Development: New development should 

be informed by rural and historical development precedent within the werf without resorting to literal  
historicist reproduction. New development should focus on overall configuration,  massing, proportioning, 
scale, orientatation and grouping of elements, rather than architectural detail.   

 
Commentary: From a heritage perspective, areas of greatest architectural concern relate 

to overall envelope configuration, height and silhouette in relation to the elements 
comprising the Central Werf Precinct. By implication, this means that no part of the new  
development should exceed the heights of existing eaves lines and roof ridges as 
characterizing the historic core.  Typical built precedent that should be strongly 
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considered would be the traditional pitched roof and lean-to envelopes as found within 
the historic parts of the werf, as well as more broadly within Boland rural areas.   

 
Heritage Indicator 8: Advertising and Signage: New signage, if indeed relevant, will 

need to be strictly controlled so as not to impact negatively on the historic integrity of the Central Werf 
Precinct in particular.  
 

Commentary: Advertising systems are no doubt already controlled in terms of the 
conditions of the Consent Use. A review of the current signage controls will be required 
as part of the heritage-related design review process.   

 
Heritage Indicator 9: Lighting and Services: Lighting and servicing systems must be as 

unobtrusive as possible, and integral with the landscape and architectural design.  
 
Commentary: In order to ensure that services remain as unobtrusive as possible, 

underground systems will no doubt be necessary, although this may have archaeological 
implications. Overhead lighting systems (lighting on standards in particular) should be 
avoided in favour of low level lighting that should include lighting bollards and lighting 
affixed to new buildings and low walls, rather than on dedicated free-standing support 
structures (apart from light bollards). All lighting should be designed to incorporate 
reflectors, baffles and stranslucent panels to preclude direct visibility of any of the light 
generating sources (globes, tubes etc). Floodlighting or other effect lighting must be 
considered an integral part of any development proposal to HWC.  

 
7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Based on the spatial analysis in this report, the following is concluded: 

 
i) Earliest portions of the werf: Current historical research suggests that the oldest part of 

the werf is on the northern side of the forecourt, rather than the southern side as 
previously suspected by others. Confirmation of this would require invasive fabric 
investigations in due course with the knowledge that the structures in this area have 
already been heavily altered.  

 
The present manor house gable may have replaced an earlier gable. This means that 
the house may be earlier, despite researchers having used the date on the gable to 
assume the date of construction of the manor house. It is possible that the cellar 
and the house were both built at the same time i.e. 1811-1815 as part of a significant 
and comprehensive upgrade of the werf at that stage. 

 
The werf was fed by a stream, a tributary of the Eerste River via a channel leading to 
the werf. Although the accurate location of this channel (sloot) is not known, its 
position appears to be reflected on the 1938 SG aerial photograph, which has been 
used to inform its notional location in Diagram H02 (Image B). This area would 
therefore have archaeological potential. However, it falls outside the focus area for 
new development and consequently would not be affected as far as the current 
envisaged extensions are concerned.    
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ii) Areas of greatest heritage-related sensitivity: The areas of greatest sensitivity to new 
development reside within and around the Central Werf Precinct. This area also (as 
of the date of this report) contains all known structures older than 60 years with the 
exception of those itemized in iii) below. At the same time, this area is largely insular 
in character, apart from the structured axial backdrop of the Stellenbosch Pieke. 

 
iii) Identification of the former National Monument Area and other proclaimed heritage elements: 

The former National Monument area can be deemed to coincide mostly with the 
Central Werf Precinct as identified in the report. However, not all of the elements 
included in the 1975 national monuments declaration reside within this precinct. 
Those falling outside this precinct include portions of the old werf wall to the east 
behind the manor house, and the historic Lanzerac gateposts to the west on 
Jonkershoek Road. 

 
iv) Focal Points: A key characteristic of Lanzerac and its relationship with its broader 

setting is its carefully structured axial relationships and focal points. Not only does it 
go without saying that these must be respected and retained, but should also be 
considered as precedent for possible introduction at smaller scale into new 
development layouts.  

 
v) No-Go areas for future hotel development: No-go areas for future hotel development 

include the area beyond the hotel consent use zone and its development setbacks, a 
large part of the garden area to the east behind the manor house (Eastern Precinct) 
and the surviving vineyards falling within the hotel consent use zone. 

 
vi) Potential areas for future hotel development: These are located mostly on the outer 

periphery of the werf with the exception of one area immediately adjacent to the 
southern edge of the historic forecourt, i.e. just outside the Central Werf Precinct. 
This is the most sensitive area for new development and will no doubt be 
particularly well scrutinized by HWC. The remainder of the areas have edges that 
must be considered sensitive, particularly with regard to views towards the site from 
outside the property. 

 
An interesting area with potential for new development is on the central axis of the 
manor house within the Eastern Precinct at the far eastern end of the lawn space. 
An appropriately scaled and configured building in this area would, in principle, not 
be inconsistent with the structure of axially defined hierarchical spaces 
characterizing the historic core of Lanzerac, provided that it was not to interrupt the 
iconic spatial relationship between the manor house gable and the Pieke beyond as 
viewed from the forecourt. 
 
Note that some of the areas identified for potential development include areas 
already developed, but containing structures not older than 60 years, and falling 
outside the historic core. Such areas occur mainly in the Northern Precinct.    

 
vii) Potential areas for other hotel-related development: The Eastern Precinct presents an 

opportunity for reinstating an axially laid out garden within this precinct, thereby re-
creating in spirit, the carefully defined pleasure and kitchen gardens that had existed 
at Lanzerac up to the 1950’s. This opportunity should be considered in conjunction 
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with the opportunity for a new focal structure at the eastern end of the garden space 
as mentioned in v).  

 
Potential exists for new development to occur on the southern edge of the Eastern 
Precinct, provided that this was not to disrupt current overhead outlooks towards 
the Stellenbosch Mountain slopes. Note, however, that development close to the 
Eerste River will trigger an environmental application process and should therefore 
be considered as part of a separate application time frame. 

 
Opportunities also exist for creating stronger links with the Eerste River, part of 
which flows within the hotel Consent Use Zone. This portion of the property is 
currently under-utilized and could support new landscaping and low-key 
infrastructure without negatively impacting on the Eastern Precinct in particular. 
Note that such proposals would, however, likely trigger NEMA and should 
therefore be considered as part of a separate application time frame. 
 
There is also potential for re-interpretation of the historic Lanzerac gateposts on 
Jonkershoek road, possibly in the form of a small park conceived in conjunction 
with the local authority, and incorporating into its layout a portion of the old 
approach road alignment passing through the gateway. This would help to link this 
now isolated element with the main werf, while at the same time acting as subtle 
promotion of the hotel itself. Such an initiative would probably have to be funded 
by the hotel, given the local authority’s likely alternative budget priorities.  
 

viii) Parking accommodation: New development on the site will obviously need to 
accommodate more parking. This will be a challenge as space for potential new 
development is limited. Consequently, underground parking may need to be 
considered. One area that presents a possibility is in the Northern Precinct in the 
vicinity of the winery. Consideration could be given to accommodating a parking 
garage under, or partially under vineyards in this area. This would require re-
negotiating the hotel consent use where falling outside the current consent use area.  
 

ix) Archaeological Implications: Excavation will undoubtedly be involved in any new 
development at Lanzerac. This will obviously have archaeological implications. For 
this reason, an archaeological report (at least Phase 1 at this stage) should be 
required, and still has to be commissioned. This study will be undertaken once the 
focus areas for new development, as recommended in this report, have been 
responded to by HWC.  

 
Taking the aforementioned conclusions into consideration, it is therefore 

recommended that: 
 

i) Additional development of the property be supported in principle; provided that: 
 
ii) Such development be located and contained within the focus areas identified in 

Diagram 01 of this scoping report; 
 
iii) The development indicators contained in this report be used as a basis for preparing 

the relevant architectural and landscaping design proposals yet to be submitted to 
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HWC for approval in terms of Section 38 of the National Heritage Resources Act; 
and that 

 
iv) The focus areas earmarked for possible development be investigated by an 

appropriately qualified historical archaeologist, whose input will be required to 
further inform the development proposals.   

 
8. ANNEXURES 
 

Annexure 01: Lanzerac: Spatial/Historical Background Report. 
Annexure 02: Lanzerac: National Monument Proclamation.  
Annexure 03: HWC Response to the Notice of Intent to Develop Application 
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DIAGRAM 01
Heritage-related Constraints & Opportunities (Provisional: subject to HWC confirmation)

based on historical research including scrutiny of historical SG aerial surveys

Scale: 1:1000 (A2)
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1832: Charles D'Oyly's sketch from Jonkershoek 
looking over Jonkershoek Road towards Stellenbosch 
in the distance. The buildings on the left are likely to 
be Schoongezicht, in which case this would indicate 
part of the werf after the comprehensive makeover by 
Fick in c1830. 
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NORTH
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Diagram of adjoining farm 1911 showing the road to 
the linear werf (circled in red) of what can only be 
Schoongezicht off what is now Jonkershoek Road 
(marked 'public road to Jonkershoek'). SG Diagram 
249/1833 Farm 1212 Stellenbosch and Farm 342 
Stellenbosch. The land to the north is referred to as 
being that of Coenraad Fick. This composite is dated 
1911 and therefore likely to be old information. 

1710: EV Stade drawing of Stellenbosch from the 
west (detail). What is most likely Schoongezicht (Lan-
zerac) is visible in the distance (circled). Although this 
is considered an accurate depiction of Stellenbosch, 
the depiction of Schoongezicht in the background 
could be more diagrammatic. 

The 1692 freehold grants of Schoongezicht and Mos-
terdsdrift (in orange) and the 1817 Fick expansion in 
yellow. The linear werf is circled in red. Oddly, it is 
not located within the early (orange) freehold grant. 
The Fick expansion is in yellow. Note how the 
approach road to the werf (in purple) branches off 
from the road from Stellenbosch - now Jonkershoek 
Road. (1901 cadastral map annotated by Harris & 
Pistorius, 1996).

An important survey (Van der Graaff - not dated but 
about 1785-1794) from the Delft National Archive 4 
TOPO 15.15.116 - likely to be reasonably accurate. It 
shows Coetzenberg farm (referred to as 'Couchee' or 
Coetzee and circled in white) south of the Eerste 
River. Note the approaching end-on towards a linear 
werf that can only be Schoongezicht (unnamed, 
circled in red) terminating in an L shaped building 
facing west. 

c1776: Schuhmacher drawing of Stellenbosch showing 
the road leading out of Dorp Street to Jonkershoek. The 
buildings in the distance (circled) are likely to be part of 
the early linear werf of Schoongezicht/Lanzerac. (From 
Fransen, 2006, p68). 

DIAGRAM H01
Historical Morphology: Lanzerac Farm

Schoongezicht/Lanzerac in the18th Century

Early sketches (Images D & E) indicate a linear
arrangement of farm buildings outside

Stellenbosch at the entrance to Jonkershoek.
These buildings are likely to represent the

Schoongezicht werf, as the next nearest werf
would have been that of Coetzenberg on the

then immediate outskirts of the village (see
image C). The linear arrangement of the

Schoongezicht werf is also reflected in early
maps of the area (Images A, B&C), showing

three structures in a row end-on to
Stellenbosch. The maps that include the farm

are likely to be more accurate than the
drawings, which depict the farm werf as

background elements to Stellenbosch and
therefore more likely to be diagrammatic.

Both diagrams A and B show an approach road
branching off what is now Jonkershoek Road

(this road is strangely missing in image C)
leading side-on to the Schoongezicht werf,

whose buildings face north/south and not in the
direction of Stellenbosch as depicted in image

D.
Schoongezicht/Lanzerac in the19th Century

The sketch by Sir Charles Doyly drawn on 18
October 1832 (image F) includes a middle

distance view of part of the Schoongezicht werf
after its makeover and re-orientation towards

Stellenbosch by Fick. The building on the
extreme left is probably the newly completed
(or substantially altered) manor house. If this
drawing is accurate, the manor house was at
that stage probably an L-shaped (rather than

T-shaped) building with the side of the L on the
southern (Eerste River) end.  This deduction is
based on the fact that Fick's manor house had

a three bay frontage facing west towards
Stellenbosch, whereas the Doyly sketch would

mean a much wider frontage if this building had
been T shaped. (The frontage was only

widened to 5 bays  by  Kendall/Morris almost a
century later). If this is indeed the manor house
(which it seems to be), the adjacent outbuilding

would be on the northern (Jonkershoek Road
side) of the werf, i.e. likely in the position of one
or more of the linear arranged structures visible

in images A to C.
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DIAGRAM H02

Scoping Report: Lanzerac
Farm 1087, Jonkershoek Stellenbosch
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Historical Morphology: Lanzerac Farm

NORTH

1938 SG aerial survey of Lanzerac while under the ownership 
of Tribbelhorn. The outbuildings to the north of the manor house 
(arrowed, right) are likely to include the then new modern wine 
cellar established by 1936 (black arrow, right). The 'shadow' of 
what may have been the earlier approach road is arrowed on 
the left and indicated in broken lines. An approach road from 
the north off Jonkershoek Road is also visible. Refer to Diagram 
H03 for an elnargement of the werf.

1955 SG aerial survey of Lanzerac, i.e. 60 years ago as of the date 
of this report. Refer to Diagram H03 for an enlargement of the werf. 

1972 SG aerial survey of Lanzerac, i.e. three years before its 
declaration as a National Monument. Considerable expansion has 
occurred within the Northern Precinct and some at the southern end, no 
doubt associated with Rawdons' hotel con- version. Suburban 
development on former vineyards has occurred to the west, isolating 
the historic gateway to the farm.
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Possible werf layout of Schoongezicht/Lanzerac by the turn of 
the 18th century under the ownership of Anna Hasselaar, and 
prior to the farm's acquisition by Coenraad Fick. This notional 
representation is based on the composite survey diagrams and 
Van der Graaff survey (refer Diagram H01). 

Possible werf layout of Schoongezicht/Lanzerac by the turn of the 
19th century that include the major improvements by Coenraad Fick 
into from his acquisition into the 1830's. The broken lines on the left 
indicate the notional former approach to the werf before its 
re-orientation by Fick. (Refer also to the 1838 SG survey below). 

The Lanzerac werf layout in 1938 after the acquisition of the farm by 
Tribbelhorn, and including the extensions by Kendall and Morris. 
Note the enclosed gardens and orchard with central axial pathway 
facing the Stellenbosch Pieke. This garden is still visible on the 1955 
SG survey but has now been replaced by uninterrupted lawn.
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c1925: Lanzerac after completion of the alterations and 
extensions to the manor house and other parts of the werf. 
The outbuilding on the right (south) side of the werf has 
casement windows (some still surviving today) indicating 
that this building was probably constructed prior to Fick's 
acquisiton of the farm in 1808.   
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1938 SG aerial survey of Lanzerac werf: detail: Apart from the new cellar 
facilities commissioned by Tribbelhorn, the Lanzerac werf as depicted here 
would probably be largely as it existed after the completion of alterations by 
Kandall amd Morris in 1925 for the previous owner, Kitty English. Note that 
orchards and not vineyards abut the southern side of the werf.  

1955 SG aerial survey of Lanzerac werf: detail:  Apart from some alterations and 
extensions to the outbuildings on the northern side of the werf, further subdivisions 
to the large garden behind the manor house and a maturing tree canopy, the werf in 
1955 does not appear to have  altered much from 1938. Vineyards appear to have 
replaced the earlier orchards abutting the werf on its southern side. 

c1925: Lanzerac manor house after completion of the 
facade extensions by Kendall and Morris. The arrows 
indicate the approximate width of the facade before an 
additional window bay was added on each end of the 
building.    

c1925 view through the colonnaded portal 
designed by Kendall & Morris down the pergola 
walkway aligned on the Pieke, and bisecting the 
garden that once existed behind the manor 
house (Images D&E).     

Lanzerac in the20th Century

GS aerial survey photographs of Lanzerac werf
in 1938 and 1955 with images images probably

taken after completion of the alterations by
Kandall and Morris as commissioned by

Elizabeth English between 1921 and 1925.

A notable feature of the werf at this time was a
large garden comprising a series of

subddivided spaces to the east (behind) the
manor house. The garden included a large

orchard (by 1938) (Image D) and probably also
a kitchen garden. By c1925, this included a

walkway axially aligned on the rear entrance of
the manor house and the Stellenbosch Pieke.

By 1955 (Image E) a transverse north/south
axis had been added. No trace of this garden

survives today and the area has been replaced
with virtually unobstructed lawn.

The 1955 survey probably depicts Lanzerac
much as it would have been at the time of

purchase by hotelier David Rawdon. Rawdon
was said to have enthusiastically imported
historic building materials from elsewhere

during his 'restoration' of the complex, making it
difficult to date fabric without plaster removal

and other archaeological investigations.
Despite the tree canopy cover, the 1955 aerial
survey is useful as it indicates structures that,
where still surviving in the werf, would now be
at least 60 years old and therefore subject to

Section 34 of the NHRA.

Assuming that the manor house was once an L
shaped structure, the additional wing that
converted it into a U-shaped building (as

encountered by Kendall and Morris) must have
been added after 1832 (re: sketch by Charles

Doyly: Diagram H01 Image F) and quite
possibly prior to the acquisition of the farm by
Fick in 1808. Similarly, the construction of the

outbuilding in Image B is stylistically likely to
pre-date Fick. More accurate dating would

require archaeological investigations.
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